This addendum is issued to clarify questions asked by potential bidders:

Question 1: On page C1.05 sta. 8+50, should this be re-build manhole not catch basin?

Response 1: The structure at sta. 8.62+/- should be manhole, not catch basin.

Question 2: Please clarify difference between install manhole vs rebuild manhole. Also rebuild complete catch basin vs. install complete catch basin.

Response 2: For all manholes (labeled rebuild or install) shall mean the contractor is to construct a new manhole. If there is an existing manhole at this location, the cost of removing the existing manhole shall be included in the cost of the new manhole.

Question 3: Bid items 7 thru 10 suggest these are new precast catch basins including new tops. Please clarify.

Response 3: Items 7 through 10 are for complete rebuild or construction of a new catch basin. The contractor will only be paid for component used. For example, if it is determined in the field that the existing sump is usable and, then a new sump will not be paid for.

Question 4: Page C 1.04 Sta. 18+00 & 19+00. Are these 2 areas sanitary point repair ea. or sanitary sewer replacement l.f.? Description box shows point repair which should be 20ft. max? Please advise.

Response 4: Sanitary point repairs are for lengths under 20 lineal feet. If a section requires a length over 20 feet, then that work will be paid for under item 28 or 29 and will apply to the total length replaced.

Question 5: Bid items 29 &30 = Is the pipe Dia. known?

Response 5: The diameter of the existing sanitary sewer is 8”.

Question 6: On page C1.04 – Sta. 14+00, is this replacement 15” RCP with 15” PVC?

Response 6: The 15” RCP shall be replaced with 15” PVC.

Question 7: On page C1.04 – Sta. 14+00, what is “Replace Saddle Connection”

Response 7: Replace saddle connection shall mean replace the T-Y lateral connection and shall include replacing up to 20 of main if required.
Question 8: On page C1.04 – Sta. 14+00, what is “Replace Saddle Connection”

Response 8: Replace saddle connection shall mean replace the T-Y lateral connection and shall include replacing up to 20 of main if required.

All technical inquiries regarding this request may be directed to Tighe & Bond, Consulting Engineers (203) 712-110 or Frank Smeriglio, Town of Trumbull, Engineering Department, (203) 452-5050 fsmерiglio@trumbull-ct.gov. All other questions shall be directed to Kevin Bova (203) 452-5042 Kbova@trumbull-ct.gov.